Lumen Learning

- Book: Business Communication Skills for Managers (Lumen)
- Book: College Success (Lumen)
Book: American Government (Lumen)

Book: Introduction to Psychology (Lumen - Complete)

Book: Introduction to Sociology (Lumen)

Book: Lifespan Development (Lumen)
Book: Abnormal Psychology (Lumen)

Book: Foundations of Education (Lumen)

Book: Child Development (Lumen)

Book: Career Education (Lumen)
Book: Basics of American Politics (Lumen)

Book: Child and Adolescent Psychology (Lumen)

Book: Communication Studies (Importer-error-Incomplete-Lumen)

Book: Cultural Anthropology (Lumen)
Book: Developmental Psychology (Lumen)

Book: Elements of Public Speaking (Importer-error-Incomplete-Lumen)

Book: Federal Government (Lumen)

Book: Fundamentals of Public Speaking (Lumen)
• Book: General Psychology (Lumen)

• Book: Interpersonal Relations (Lumen)

• Book: Introduction to Appalachian Studies (Lumen)

• Book: Introduction to Sociology (Waymaker)
Book: Principles of Macroeconomics (Lumen)

Book: Psychology of Work (Lumen)

Book: United States Government (Lumen)

Book: United States History: Reconstruction to the Present (Lumen)